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You Might/Need Want to Learn...
· R, RStudio
· tidyverse packages
· Git, GitHub
· LaTeX (usually not needed for undergraduate-level RAs)

How to Ask a Question?
1. Create a Stack Overflow account

· This is great for saving posts that were useful
· Use upvotes and bookmarks

2. Read “How do I ask a qood question?” page
3. Read “How to create a Minimal, Reproducible Example” page
4. Try formatting your question per the guideline above.

 Some examples of decent questions:
· https://stackoverflow.com/q/67431632
· https://stackoverflow.com/q/67154763

5. Ask over Slack, preferably #rstats channel (unless private/project specific)!

How To Create Reproducible and Readable Code?
First, check out my own blog post here. Basically,

· Always start R on a blank slate:
– Go to Tools → Global Options, then uncheck everything that says “restore”
– Also, set “Save workspace to .RData on exit” to “Never”
– Do not save R histories
– See related conversation
– If some computations take a long time, store intermediate outputs that can still be

reproduced through a saved workflow
· Use R projects and create/use subdirectories for structure

– Go to File → New Project
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– After project creation, I always install commonly used packages and create subdirectories
through the following code: Kmisc::proj_skeleton() in particular creates subdirectories such
as data/raw, fig, report, ...

· Ordering of the packages matter:
– If you call a package A and then a package B with overlapping function names, the final

function will be from B, not A
– For example, if you called dplyr and then raster package, the select function will be

from the raster package
– dplyr :: select will ensure that your select is from the dplyr package

· Keep to the 80-character limit in code writing
– Tools → Global Environment → Code → Display →

Check “show margin” and set margin column to 80
· Use a consistent, informative naming convention. Preferably snake_case, e.g., voters_fl_2020

· Use renv package
· Use here package

– Never use code such as setwd : See Jenny Bryan’s post on project-oriented workflow
– (Same post) do not use rm(list = ls())

· Use styler package to style your code: see also the the tidyverse style guide
· The principle of DRY: do not repeat yourself

– If you are copy-pasting a lot, probably doing it wrong!
– See a blog post that covers the basics of what DRY principle is
– If you repeat a task, best to write a function
– If functions are used across multiple projects, time to create a package!

· Do lots of spot checking + unit testing through assertthat

– “What would be some things that must be true if my code worked correctly as I intended?”
– For example, assert_that(!any(is.na(df$var)) to check that in a dataframe called df , column

named var has no NA values
· Label your sections and use the TOC built into the RStudio (fold/unfold allowable)
· Comment a lot!
· Use lists instead of too much global assignments. Unless it’s going to create resource problems,
in most cases, purrr ::map will serve you better than loops
· Avoid hardcoding: for example, df [3, ] is bad, but df %>% filter(var == 1) is good
· See R Best Practices at this link.

Intermediate Coding
· Regular expressions are extremely useful

– Albert Y. Kim has an excellent primer here
– https://regex101.com is very useful
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– But now you can just use chatGPT to ask regex questions!
· Functions like trimws are your friend (standardizing text)
· Be mindful of superseded functions e.g., mutate_at

Misc.
· How do I interact with GitHub from RStudio?

– First things first: make sure that your RStudio is properly connected to GitHub. Once
you have cloned your GitHub repository into a set location, if you create an R Project
environment with that location as its directory, you should see a Git tab when you open
an R script within that project. The Git tab will be located in the same bar as your
Environment tab, wherever you have that located.

– Some versions of R will generate a specific Git tool alongside the tools above your R
script. However, if your R does not create one, don’t worry: the Git tab, over by the
Environment, will be able to perform all the necessary functions. If you click on the tab,
you should see such tools as “Commit,” “Pull,” and “Push.”

– To make a Commit, save the relevant script within your Project and select the “Staged"
option for that Script. Having done this, select the “Commit” tool. Add a comment
to indicate what you have done that needs committing, review the code in the window
provided, and, if everything checks out, proceed.

– Once you commit the code, you can directly opt to push your commit to GitHub using
the Push tool within the Commit window. You can also circle back and Push the code
to GitHub later on, if you so desire.

– If GitHub challenges you for a username or password, you will need to go to your local
device and cache your credentials. Fortunately, the GitHub challenges usually provide
a pretty clear example of the sort of code you will need to run in your command-line
interpreter.

– I strongly recommend reading through Section 12 of Jenny Bryan’s Happy Git and GitHub
for the useR if you have any questions on this front, or if you would like a straightforward
example of how to create a simple Git repository, link it to R, and perform basic tasks:
https://happygitwithr.com/rstudio-git-github.html
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